
The SuperSalon Upload System
The bridge between SuperSalon and iOffice is the Upload functionality of the PoS, 
which has been dubbed the “UpSys” by our developers. Now in its second version, 
and with several improvements from the previous one, this functionality works in the 

background with little to no staff action necessary after its initial setup. 

The following document is to be used for informational purposes for users to get a 
basic understanding of the system. For more in-depth explanations, please consult 

the SuperSalon Software User’s Manual, and for troubleshooting; consult with Rogers 
Software Technical Support.

The “UpSys” Upload Function: At a Glance
•	 Runs in background where it is invisible to end users
•	 Runs continuously throughout the day                 
•	 Upload system can handle uploads while transactions are happening. This used to 

cause errors in the old system, hence most uploads happening at night.
•	 Does	mini-uploads	as	frequently	as	every	five	minutes.
•	 iOffice	is	always	current.
•	 Changes	made	at	iOffice	are	pushed	to	stores	quickly.
•	 Emulates central database with performance of a local database.
•	 If PoS fails, back-up data is always very current, with proper upload function.
•	 Re-sends data when errors are detected.
•	 2x to 4x the data compression means uploads are much faster over dial-up than 

previous UpSys versions. 
•	 System uses latest encryption for all data being transmitted.
•	 Requires complex authentication before stores connect. This improves security of our 

servers and stores from malicious or accidental activity.



Viewing and Editing Upload Settings (Setup Tab > Upload Settings)

1. Version: The Status section provides technical support with version information.
2. Settings: The new Settings section should only be set by technical support staff.
3. Dialup Account: For salons not using a high speed connection, this is the section to 

input the phone number and other credentials.
4. Misc: This section determines rows of data sent (technical support only), and in what 

time zone the PoS resides.
5. Schedule: The new systems has two modes, Interval and List:
6. Interval allows you to set when uploads start occurring, how often they will occur 

throughout the day, and at what time they will stop. This is only designed for those 
stores who required frequent intra-day uploads. We suggest that users stagger stores

7. Listed uploads occur only at the designated times. This system should be adequate 
for dialup users. One nightly time can be set, and a few intra-day times can be set as 
well.

8. Auto Reboot: Determines what time the PC will automatically restart, and is to be left 
blank if no restart is wanted.



Some locations have credit cards terminals or phones that share the computer’s dial up 
line. For these locations we highly recommend that customers do not use the Interval 
Mode. It will disrupt calls and disrupt credit card transactions. For locations with shared 
dial-up lines, we strongly recommend using the List Mode and entering after-hours 
upload times.
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